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14 patients left us feedback. 

(0% didn't answer or gave a neutral response) 

Spread of responses 

How likely are you to recommend our GP Practice to friends and family if they need similar care or treatment? 

The Harvey Practice 
Patient Feedback 

100% 

patients likely to 
recommend us 

0% 

patients unlikely to 
recommend us 

 

 

 

 

Online 2

Paper 12

App 0

Other 0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extremely likely 13

Likely 1

Neither likely nor unlikely 0

Unlikely 0

Extremely unlikely 0

Don't know 0

Not answered 0
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Can you tell us why you gave that response? 

Positive comments 

None currently reviewed for this month. 

Negative comments 

None currently reviewed for this month. 

Service is good and Dr are good at listening. Only real frustration is that appointments are often late!  

All the staff are very helpful and pleasant. The Doctors ensure we stay as healthy and mobile as possible, enabling us to continue enjoying 
our lifestyle. Doctor Stephens, Hussain and Hunt in particular.  

I have always received courteous attention at the Harvey Practice, plus very swift action to alleviate developing problems.  

Accurate diagnoses, prompt attention, people friendly.  

I have always been looked after very well.  

Very compassionate and kind professional care. Took the time to listen and understand my problems. Am so grateful to Dr J Stephens and 
Sara (Senior Nurse)  

The Doctor was very helpful and thorough.  

The Merley practice has always been really helpful towards myself and family  

A friendly and reliable service.  

I always find staff most helpful and polite. any GP I have an appointment with listens and are very supportive. No hesitation recommending 
the practice.  

Positive doctor sessions. Caring and detailed discussion.  

I have always found the doctor and all staff to be extremely helpful and re-assuring with any diagnosis. An excellent surgery.  

Dr Lawrence provided a very thorough and professional consultation during my appointment and in addition all the Practice have been so 
supportive to my sons health issues. Many thanks to everyone.  

My husband rang in re chest pains. We were contacted by Dr Lawrence within 10 minutes. He had an ECG and appointment the same 
afternoon.  
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